SAME DAY TEETH

DENTAL LABORATORY LIMITED

Helping you make your patients smile!

Same Day Teeth specialists
including All-on-4®
TECHNICAL SPECIALIST

Allport & Vincent Dental Laboratory Limited
is proud to offer the services of our technical
specialist, Grahame McCaslin, for Same Day
Teeth cases.
Grahame began his dentistry career aged 16, gaining his City & Guilds
qualification from South London College in 1982.
Having worked in the industry for 15 years, he became an active
member of, and contributor to, the Private Prosthetics Group from 1997-2002. During this time, he
provided client training courses on complete dentures in conjunction with Professor Frazer McCord.
Grahame first started working on implant denture cases with Branemark and has gone on to work
with IMZ, Astra, Straumann, Lifecore, Camlog and Biohorizons. In 2007 he began his involvement
with guided immediate loading fixed denture cases and, subsequently, fixed bridges. He has since
completed over 130 cases of this nature.
In the course of his career, Grahame has been fortunate enough to travel to Germany, France,
Portugal, Turkey, USA and Japan. In his spare time, he enjoys driving and restoring motorcycles, old
cars and military vehicles - anything with an engine!
Grahame has been the Head of Prosthetics at Allport & Vincent for the past 3 years.

www.allportandvincent.co.uk
TEL:

01865 400330

EMAIL:

enquiries@allportandvincent.co.uk

MOBILE LABORATORY SERVICES
Grahame McCaslin, together with his mobile
laboratory equipment, will travel anywhere within
the UK to offer you technical support for your
Same Day Teeth cases. With his experience in
this field of dentistry, he is on hand to guide you
through the process from start to finish. He will
spend as long as is necessary at your surgery to
ensure that your patient leaves with a result which
exceeds their expectations.
WHAT ARE SAME DAY TEETH?
This proven formula for success uses four
implants for the edentulous jaw to support a
prosthetic fixed bridge. This concept maximizes
the use of available bone by tilting the posterior
implants.
WHY CHOOSE ALLPORT & VINCENT?
Over the past few years, we have built up vast
experience of numerous Same Day Teeth solutions
with cases on multiple implant systems. So no
matter which system you prefer, your work and
patient will be in safe hands.

BENEFITS

 ffers your patients immediate improvement
O
in eating, comfort, aesthetics and speech.
 horter treatment time and reduced costs
S
compared with conventional implant
treatment modalities.
 avourable bone levels and soft tissue
F
parameters for tilted and axial implants.
 igh survival rates with up to 10 years followH
up in the mandible and 5 years in the maxilla.
 aximises anterior-posterior (AP) spread,
M
while avoiding important anatomical
structures.
 elps avoid complex grafting procedures,
H
increasing the likelihood of patient
acceptance.
 igh stability with just four implants.
H
 our satisfied patients help to grow your
Y
practice by word of mouth.

